Local PCATO Rep Blasts Media

One of the reasons the airplanes are flying with fewer passengers is that the world is back down to the point of concern for safety. I personally would not go more than a few miles if I were a pilot right now.

PATCO wants to negotiate. Unions and their friends are using the government back to the table, in negotiation to renew in good faith. We ask for our friends to assist in making the needs of the people be heard or the bargaining table and to make the disputes.
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Local UNCF Benefit Features Clifton Davis

Dillon Appointed To National Committee

Alcoholism Special Stamp Issued

Guest Editorial
Central Labor Council AFL-CIO

By Mary Carter, Executive Secretary/Treasurer of the Central Labor Council AFL-CIO of Los Angeles and Riverside Counties.

Professional Air Traffic Controllers (organization in AFL-CIO) were so militant that the nationwide strike that began July 1, 1981, may well be a strong signal to our employers that the controllers are serious about their demands. The announcement was made by AFL-CIO leaders and AFL-CIO members were unsure about the outcome.

What the media has not been telling people is the danger of support for PATCO. PATCO requested and was granted strike routes from National Tid-Bits

Reagan To Repay $1.5 Million

Reported campaign committee has been asked to repay the U.S. $1.5 million. The committee has no indication as to whether it will appeal the decision.

Nixon Payoff

Nixon allegedly paid Pentagon whistleblower Ernest Fitzgerald $144,000 in 1980 to have him drop a million dollar lawsuit. The case was settled out of court.

51 Percenters Welcome College President

1 P.M. About sixty guests attend a poolside wine and cheese affair to welcome Dr. Samuel A. Ferguson, Superintendent/President of Chaffey College on Saturday, July 1, 1981, in his opening remarks, "it is a pleasure to recognize a significant event and a significant individual who just recently received the very prestigious appointment. Dr. Ferguson has earned a B.A. degree in Biological Sciences. In 1953, he was arrested and charged in a wiretap case. Later, he was convicted and sentenced to 4 years in prison.

In 1968, Ferguson went to the College of San Mateo as an instructor in Anatomy and Physiology, and in 1969 was appointed to the position of Associate Dean of Instruction for Arts and Science, becoming Dean in 1974.

He holds bachelor's degrees in English and Psychology from Stanford University and a master's degree in public administration from Syracuse University. He is listed in "Who's Who in the West."

Ferguson was issued August 19 in connection with air safety. I personally would not go more than a few miles if I were a pilot right now.

Dillon was recently appointed to the National Committee. His appointment was announced by Robert B. Ford, National President.

If you agree or disagree with articles in this newspaper, or you have a concern you would like our readers to drop us a line and we would be more than happy to print it in our next edition. P.O. Box 1381, Riverside, CA 92502

Alcoholism Special Stamp Issued

A special issue postage stamp with the theme "Beat Alcohol One Night at a Time" was issued August 13, 1981, by the United States Postal Service. The stamp design conveys the message that alcohol is a terrible disease and that recovery is possible. The stamp is available for $0.20 in six areas in the United States today.

The stamp was designed by John Boyd, who is associated with Associated Designers, Inc., 19 New York City Post Office, who was the actual designer of the stamp. The stamp was not available for purchase until August 13, 1981.
Worship as a Family This Week

Grace Bethel's First Appreciation Service

Today was a first in the history of Grace Baptist Church. We celebrated our Pastor and Wife's first anniversary and it was the first time that our church has held an appreciation service for our pastor. The Lord blessed us greatly during our morning service as well as our afternoon service.

Rev. Nathan Smith brought our morning message and Rev. Boyd and his congregation came and shared with us. Rev. Smith brought a beautiful message taken from 1 Peter 1:17-22 and we were blessed by his teaching. For a subject "My Personal Blood Donation," he spoke at the blood bank that Jesus shed for sins so greatly giving lives to those who are dead spiritually. The blood that the Lord gave us in the water is for all who will accept Him and believe in His blood.

The Adult Choir warmed our hearts as they presented songs of praise. Down in Sin Frank Breitner sang "Sustaining Love" and our spirits were lifted up. We were very grateful for a beautiful afternoon service and for all our guests who were invited to our Pastor and Wife's 1st appreciation service.

Rev. L. M. Must, Pastor of Park Avenue Baptist Church brought the afternoon message on the theme: "A Shaped Letter." The Words of Isaiah and Jeremiah form 1 Thess. 5:5. Our hearts were more glad. Our thanks in all that is wonderful, especially, Grace Bethel.

I have always been a learning experience interacting with great personalities and actors in the secular and sacred world; now horizons lead to be shared by the variety of personalities etc., that a mention of these magnificent artists.

I wish to announce that I had with the group that Larry is managing, Richards, Gurgis and King, that people in general become morally sensitized when they discover the opportunity to know other people do "things." It might be possible to build on this and also mention the numerous historical significance of Jesus Christ reuniting a man in the church in Hollywood, Rev. Cable and the first pictorial gospel of any two to receive recognition of this magnificent artist.

The Lord has truly common gospel music.
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Tell Them You Saw it In The BLACK VOICE

Inland Area Ministers Alliance
City-Wide Revival

Conducted By

Rev. R.A. Williams of Los Angeles

August 16-21,1981

held nightly at 7:00 p.m.

Antioch Baptist Church
3669 Madison
Riverside, California

BLACK VOICE NEWS

12% of our population is Black. Only 2% of our doctors are Black.
In the six months that has been President, Ronald Reagan has: 1) made it abundantly clear that the Administration's policy on matters of racial inequality and poverty. Amidst brownface as a political tactic and to maintain productivity, the administration sees no need to revisit the state of affairs in which what has come to be called the black underclass.

2) Laid out a proposal that the black community was ill-equipped to cope with even a small fraction of what was needed to ensure the black community's well-being.

3) Proposed cuts in federal aid to education and has drastically cut the racial disparity between blacks and whites, in some measure as a result of the administrations Reagan Approval. The Gallup study has found that while 55 percent of whites agree that the education system is broken and needs to be fixed, only 31 percent of blacks agree.

4) Proposed that the policy of the administration is to make education more congruent with the actual demands students will face in the job market. This includes providing adequate training and education that makes proper planning very difficult. Currently, school districts have to wait until July or later before the amount of income is known. This makes proper planning very difficult.

5) Advocated for education that provides them flexibility in the job market. One must be able to move from one job to another with their education system. The apartheid system can only icken any civilized human being.

6) Proposed a system of racial oppression.

The Report widely suggested more U.S. involvement in South Africa: Time Out.

Today it is comparatively easier to see our interests in the region, the Report of the Study Commission on U.S. Policy Toward Southern Africa. The apartheid system can only icken any civilized human being. It is comfortable to continue doing the same thing for a long time, but time is running out, and middle-of-the-road waffling will not preserve our longterm interests in the region.

For all of these reasons, America's policy options toward South Africa is to consider how to make the most of our leverage. It is now time to re-examine the Reagan administration's policy on matters of racial inequality and poverty. Amidst brownface as a political tactic and to maintain productivity, the administration sees no need to revisit the state of affairs in which what has come to be called the black underclass.
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Mayor Ab Brown

Mayor Ab Brown lays on the floor of the Riverside City Council which is the meeting place for the city's legislative body. He has served as the mayor of Riverside, California, since 1995. During his tenure, he has focused on improving the city's infrastructure and promoting economic development. Brown is a native of Riverside and has a strong commitment to the community he serves.

The Riverside City Council meets on the first and third Mondays of each month. Meetings are open to the public and provide an opportunity for residents to voice their concerns and ask questions of council members. The council is composed of seven members, including the mayor and six council members.

The Riverside City Council is responsible for setting policy, adopting budgets, and overseeing the city's departments and services. They also have the power to approve contracts and agreements, issue permits, and make land use decisions.

Riverside City Hall is located at 3613 Mission Blvd. in Riverside, California. The city's official website provides information about city services, regulations, and meeting schedules.

Mayor Ab Brown is dedicated to making Riverside a thriving and vibrant community for all residents.
Old Timers Picnic 1981

The Streeters

Vote this year, like your life depended on it. It does.

In Australia, someone who doesn't vote gets fined. In America they're just laughed at.

Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, Medgar Evers can't vote this year. What's your excuse?

The Williams/Tatum family.

Some came from Los Angeles and other city San Bernadino to enjoy the fun. Lorraine holds Regina Brown and is surrounded by a cousin and 2 friends.

Hi, my name is Roy Farris, Jr. I am 12 years old and in the 7th grade and I attend University Middle School. My hobbies are, reading car magazines and playing softball. My favorite subject is math.

I make extra money carrying papers for the "Voice"

 Become a Black Voice Paper Carrier

 Deliver Once A Week!

 Call 824-8884

Back were the dance contests, and music which most enjoyed but many (oldtimers) would rather have Bennie Goodman, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughn or Ella Fitzgerald. Voting and sharing was fun for all as ages came together for a huge family reunion.

In a sampling of what was most liked about the picnic, Elgie Anderson said "family love". Eric Easteal and the Washingtons came back every year to "kick back and relax". One person who came to Riverside in 1944 boasts of her 9 children, 20 grandchildren and 3 great-grandchildren, and Manny Harris came home from college and declares "I love Riverside". Mrs. Scott, 89 talked of her 41 years of marriage, 8 children, 23 grandchildren and 1 great-grandchild. "Mr. Cool" Ben Williams has a grandmother who is a native of Riverside, she has 20 grandchildren and he says, "I came down here to celebrate."

As the music played, youth played and danced, mothers prepared dinner and everyone else rested, the fun continued on as it day long 4th annual picnic of the oldtimers of Riverside.

This year's picnic wasn't as packed as last years but the enthusiasm was high and everyone enjoyed the day of food, activities and each other.

It was a time when families get together for what one group called "family love".

Back however, were the Equestrian Police and the complaints. Many felt that the horses contaminated the food. The horses however were kept farther away than last year. Maybe next year they won't be necessary. As one person said, "If I want to drink something, I can hide it in a container, they'd (police) never find." In general this was the only complaint.

The Boarders Family.

Woodie-Ruecker-Hughes, Dorie Andenon, take a moment to rest.
Celebrities Forum With Patrice Rushen

Many times short people are underestimated and most times that's a TALL mistake, especially in the case of Patrice Rushen. I feel her size before for a short time and really didn't know what to expect. She's a petite, four foot eleven inches, born in Los Angeles, and is the oldest of two female siblings. Before Patrice was five years old, her family had enrolled her into a music program at USC and now she advances into the music world. Patrice is a good composer and writer. Her style of playing is a mixture of improvisation and rhythm, and is the opposite to any other style of music. Patrice is a good keyboard player and handle the piano and keyboard very well. Among a guitar, and handle the guitar very well. Patrice can improvise with Fredie Hubbard, Sonny Rollins, and is the oldest of two female siblings.

Entertainment Coming Events

IN CONCERT:
Patrice Rushen, September 22nd, Rose bowl
Jeremiah Festival:
Monterey Jazz Festival, September 19th, 20th and 21st starring Billy Eckstine, Cal Tjader and Sarah Vaughan plus many more.

IN THEATRE:
Los Angeles Area:
Evelle Newman, Once in a Blue Moon, playing Thursday thru Sunday at 8 p.m.

Black Voice News

Moreno Valley
News
By Charles Ledebetter

Book-A-Thon: The Pledge Club of the Lampadore Chapter of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., had a wonderful experience during August 16th, at the Town Square Lands in Hemet. We were happy with the results and thank Big Brothers, Underwood, and Hodammers for a very valuable help and actions. Little Brothers, Lawrence, have sold over 100 books in the past few days of August, in the book raising activity. We also thank Town Square Lands for being the first local business to assist us in our book raising activity. It is a great support and well since in hand. We are very happy that we have a person and a person in the same situation was not very much so that we make a wonder... how have we no traveled? Something to Think About: People who relate too deeply into themselves or who cannot sort out their emotions, finally decide some of the most important things in their lives for the saddest reasons. They may, hop a car, get married, take a new job, or try to develop a new image, not regret, who, or some other impulse. This is the opposite to a failure to grow, a missing of the opportunity to make good and life-altering decisions.

Sports

The three Egyptian and two Israeli coaches participate in the first step of a gradual build-up of relations between the two countries. Tom Davis of Boston national Basketball Association heads, it was agreed at the meeting of the NBA Atlanta Hawks, between the two countries.

Black Voice News Still Only 25 cents

Tell them you saw it in the Voice

American Printing & Graphix

Tell them you saw it in the Voice

Instant Copies

Have your Important Papers Copied Quick.

While You Wait.
For Just 10 cents A Copy. (11 x 81/2)

Open 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Sulphodene Dog Bite Relief Cream

Copy Deadline:
MONDAY 9 a.m.

Black Voice News Still Only 25 Cents
During exercise because excessive sweating can lead to dehydration. Finally, remember to drink plenty of fluids, including salty foods like canned soups, consomme, soda crackers, juices, and sports drinks. Foods rich in potassium, such as fresh fruit, also help replace lost electrolytes.

Your diet contains plenty of sodium chloride. Sodium is one of the body's important electrolytes. To increase your intake of electrolytes, try eating these foods more often—fresh fruit, no-salt soup bases, and sports drinks. If you have any questions you would like answered, write The Daily Bourns, 1557 Riverside Blvd., Riverside, Calif., 92522.